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Literacy P.1 EOY 2011

NAME:_____________________________________________________________

1. Listen  and  write.

(a)___________________________  (b)__________________________________

2. I  use my ________________to see and my ___________________to smell.

3. Where at home do these animals live?
Match  correctly.

dog                                     sty

hen                                     hatch

pig                                      kennel

rabbit                                 pen

4. Draw  and name two domestic animals.

            ___________________________                    ____________________________
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5. (a)  Name  these  garden  tools.

_____________________________                ______________________________

(b)  Match  the  tools to  their  uses.

       Hoe                                          for measuring

       Sprayer                                    for digging.

       Rake                                        for spraying.

       String                                        for collecting rubbish.

6. (a)  Draw  any  one  wild  animal.

(b) ___________________________are animals which live in the forest.

7. List down any two sources  of food.

______________________________      __________________________________

( banana          garden          fish         kiosk)
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8. How  do  you  keep  your  classroom  clean?

___________________________________________________________________
9. Name  the parts of this animal.

10. Why do we brush our teeth clean?

To prevent _________________________________________________________

To prevent _________________________________________________________
(flies,      teeth decay,      bad mouth smell)

11. Draw  and  name  two  things  used to clean our bodies.

        

         _____________________________             ___________________________           
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12. Name  the  weather below.

                                                           It  is  ___________________________________

13. Write  correctly.

nam     ____________________         heo        ________________

bleta  ______________________       mgers    _________________

14. Use  the  words  from  the  list to fill in the gaps.  

   (  two,   food,     crops,     basket)

A  farmer  grew __________________________in his garden for food.

They are __________________crops.  When they are ready, he harvest

in a _______________________

He said there are ____________________________________seasons.

15. Draw  these  accidents.

motor  accident drowning
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16. Write  out  two  things we get from plants.

(a)_______________________________  (b)______________________________
(shoes,      food,     flowers,    pen)

17. How can food become dirty.  Give  two  ways.

(i)__________________________________________________________________

(ii) _________________________________________________________________

covering  food,   touching it with dirty hands,   water  it,
By leaving it  uncovered

18. (a)  Name any one bird around us.

___________________________________________________________________

(b)  A  hen  gives us ____________________and _______________________

19. Draw  the source of water  below.

20. What  is  it  for  in  a  home?

                                                    

                                        _____________________________________________

tap rain
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** The  End.**
MERRY  CHRISTMAS  AND  HAPPY  NEW  YEAR.


